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Boarini Milanesi is a luxury handbag 
Maison founded in 2016 in Bologna, 
Italy by Carolina Boarini and Matteo 
Rodolfo Milanesi, to celebrate Italian 
elegance, exceptional craftsmanship 
and the uniqueness of every client.

One of the rooms in the Boarini Milanesi Maison in Bologna, Italy
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The founders of Boarini Milanesi
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Born and raised in Bologna, Italy, Carolina Boarini and Matteo Rodolfo Milanesi 
met for the first time in 2008.
A mutual friend invited them to their baccalaureate exam and even if, that morning, 
neither of them felt like going, by pure coincidence, both of them did.
From that moment on, they became inseparable and designed their future together.
Despite the global financial recession and the fact that they were only 23 and 
26 years old, they set up an employee well-being and team building consultancy 
company. To begin with, it was only the two of them, working from home, but in 
just a few years their company and team had grown.
Both, however, had a powerful creative spirit. When they were children, Carolina 
had designed shoes and Matteo Rodolfo cars, his great passion.
They felt they wanted to do something more than work as company consultants, 
but while they continued to build the business successfully, they also wanted to 
express their creativity.
In 2014, almost by chance, they were looking around a department store when 
they had a flash of inspiration. They could design handbags that would express 
their idea of Italian elegance and exclusivity. 
Together, they began designing a collection of five handbags. It took them over two 
years and even then, they kept the project hidden from everyone, including their 
own family, as they were not yet completely satisfied with every detail.
During a trip to Venice, one evening, after a summer storm, they went out for a 
walk and came across a shop selling artists’ pigments.
These brightly coloured powders caught their attention and when they went 
inside, they found the same time-honoured colours used by the Great Masters in 
their frescoes and paintings.
This turned out to be more than just a pleasant discovery, because it is these 
pigments that give Boarini Milanesi handbags one of their most distinctive aspects: 
their bright and refined, art-inspired colours.
In 2016 Carolina and Matteo Rodolfo were ready to found the Maison that carries 
their name and their vision was crystal-clear. Every Boarini Milanesi handbag 
had to be created to order for each client. It would have their name embossed on 
the leather and its simple and refined style would give whoever was carrying it 
unmistakable class.
In just a few years the Maison has built up a loyal international clientele and 
Carolina and Matteo Rodolfo continue to face every new challenge together, from 
the opening of the Boarini Milanesi headquarters in Bologna to the decision to 
create every handbag in their own workshop.

“Real luxury is purchasing something that is 
unique the world over, long-lasting and never 

goes out of fashion.”
Matteo Rodolfo Milanesi

Matteo Rodolfo Milanesi and Carolina Boarini

Matteo Rodolfo Milanesi

Born in Bologna in 1986, Matteo Rodolfo 
has always loved cars and he has been a 
professional go-kart driver since he was 10.
He studied law at the University of Bologna 
and today he continues to run the consultancy 
firm he founded together with Carolina. He 
is the co-CEO of Boarini Milanesi.

Carolina Boarini

Born in Bologna in 1989, Carolina 
represented Italy at the J8 forum held at the 
31st G8 summit in Scotland. She studied 
Economics and Management at the University 
of Bologna, and today she continues to run 
the consultancy firm she founded together 
with Matteo Rodolfo. She is the co-CEO and 
Creative Director of Boarini Milanesi.



The history of the Maison

June
 2014

The founders of Boarini Milanesi, Carolina Boarini and 
Matteo Rodolfo Milanesi, begin designing their first 
handbags. The “Elegantia” model is the first to be brought 
into the world. They then research the most exclusive 
leathers and discover the prestigious colours, once used by 
the Great Masters in their frescoes and paintings.

After two years spent perfecting every detail, Carolina 
Boarini and Matteo Rodolfo Milanesi found the Boarini 
Milanesi Maison in Bologna, Italy.

July 
2016

The time has come for Boarini Milanesi to open its own 
headquarters in the heart of Bologna where it can exhibit its 
handbags and receive customers.
Located in a nineteenth century palazzo with coffered 
ceilings and elegant rooms, the Maison headquarters is called 
“Templum” as it is designed to be a real temple to Boarini 
Milanesi handbags.

September
2018

Boarini Milanesi has already held private events in the most 
luxurious hotels in Europe, from London to Monte Carlo, 
and it debuts in the United States with a private invitation-
only presentation in the sumptuous suite of the Plaza Hotel 
in New York.

July 
2019

November
2018

To monitor the entire production process and ensure 
impeccable finishes, the Maison opens its own workshop on 
the outskirts of Bologna, Italy.
From this moment on, every Boarini Milanesi handbag is 
made completely in-house. The Maison’s expert craftsmen 
follow every step, from the cutting of the leather to the final 
stitching.

An exterior view of “Templum”, the Boarini Milanesi headquarters in Bologna, Italy
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Our values

Every handbag is created 
exclusively for the client

Page 7

Our quest 
for excellence

Page 8

Timeless 
Italian elegance

Page 9
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Our values

Every handbag is created 
exclusively for the client

Every Boarini Milanesi handbag is created exclusively to order for a specific client 
and their name is hot-embossed in the leather.

What makes us different

• Every handbag is a unique creation that carries the client’s name
Our expert craftsmen emboss the client’s name on both the handbag and the 
prestigious wool and cashmere cover it is wrapped in, using a brass template 
specifically created for the client.

• We make one handbag at a time, to order
This means the client can enjoy owning a unique and prestigious creation and 
not a mass-produced item that is just one of thousands of identical pieces.

• The client is transported into the heart of  the Maison through 
photos, videos and livestreams
While the handbag is being made, a Boarini Milanesi Client Relations 
Manager sends the client exclusive photos, videos and previews and invites 
them to participate in livestreams where they can get to know the craftsman 
who is making their bag and follow the various steps in its creation.  

“Every client is unique and special.
That is why every Boarini Milanesi handbag is 

created exclusively for that client.”
Carolina Boarini

The Ninfa clutch made of light Klimt Gold-coloured Alpi calfskin inside its wool and cashmere cover
7
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Our values

Our quest for excellence

At the Boarini Milanesi workshop, our only goal is to create handbags with 
impeccable finishes that will stand the test of time.
Combining antique techniques with innovation, we dedicate up to 40 hours of 
painstaking work to every bag.

 

What makes us different

• We have chosen to open our own workshop
We want every Boarini Milanesi handbag to be impeccably crafted and that 
takes time. Having our own workshop means that we can give each handbag 
all the time and care it needs and monitor each and every step in its creation. 

• The leather structure of  each handbag offers unparalleled durability
We have perfected a special three-layer construction technique in which the 
internal structure of each bag is made of vegetable tanned Tuscan leather that 
is normally used for making saddles. This technique requires more time and 
skill, but it guarantees quality, durability and sustainability.

• Six coatings of  colour on the leather edges and a gemstone in every 
handbag
To ensure the colouring on the leather edges is particularly resistant we apply 
up to six coatings (instead of three, which is the standard in luxury leatherware).
A hand-crafted precious 
or semi-precious 
gemstone is also set 
into the hardware on 
each Boarini Milanesi 
handbag (apart from 
the “Ninfa” model).

Detail of the stitching on Ivory-coloured Alpi calfskin

Applying a gemstone (Cognac Quartz) to an 
almost finished Corsetto handbag
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“We spent a whole year perfecting a special 
construction technique based on a leather 
structure that ensures every handbag lasts 

almost forever.”
Matteo Rodolfo Milanesi



Our values

Timeless Italian elegance 

Every Boarini Milanesi handbag has a simple and refined style. And the colour 
palette includes hues taken from the history of art.
In fact, Boarini Milanesi handbags recreate on leather some of the exact same 
tones used by the Great Masters, such as Veronese, Tiepolo and Caravaggio in 
their frescoes and paintings.

What makes us different

• No seasonal collections, only timeless models
We do not follow a pattern of seasonal collections and we don’t agree with 
“fast fashion”, as we want every Boarini Milanesi handbag to be always on-
trend and never out of fashion. Our models have been deliberately created 
with a pure, timeless style, which means they will continue to be made far 
into the future. As time goes by, though, we will gradually add new models 
and colours.

• Our colours are inspired by the pigments used in frescoes and paintings
In the headquarters of our Maison in Bologna, Italy, we conserve in small glass 
jars, a collection of over 50 pigments that were once used by the Great Masters 
of art. These include Tiepolo Pink, Crimson Red, Veronese Green, Indigo, 
Ultramarine Blue, Roma Black and many more.
Some of the colours used for Boarini Milanesi handbags recreate on leather, 
tones from the history 
of art.

The Paeonia 31 cm handbag in Veronese Green-coloured alligator leather

Colour tests to recreate the “Crimson Red” tone 
on a Parva Mea handbag
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“Fast fashion inundates us with handbags that 
are all the same and quickly go out of fashion.

It is time to go back to designs that are 
unique and timeless.”

Carolina Boarini

http://www.boarini-milanesi.com/borse  
http://www.boarini-milanesi.com/borse  


Parva Mea 20 cm

Clutch with detachable shoulder strap
Aposa calf leather in soft Tuscan Blue
Vermarine detail
EU price: € 2,950

Ninfa Red Carpet 20 cm

Clutch with detachable shoulder strap
Alpi calf leather in soft Klimt gold
EU price: € 1,950

View all the handbags at: www.boarini-milanesi.com/borse  

 

Paeonia 31 cm

Handbag with detachable shoulder strap
Alligator leather in Veronese green
Amazonite detail
EU price: € 35,000

Some of the handbags in the collection

Parva Mea 25 cm

Clutch with detachable shoulder strap
Aposa calf leather in soft Terra D’Umbria brown
Mother of Pearl detail
EU price: € 3,700

Parva Mea V 17 cm

Clutch with detachable shoulder strap
Stingray leather in Turquoise
Mother of Pearl detail
EU price: € 4,400
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Libera 26 cm

Handbag with detachable shoulder strap
Alpi Calf leather, in Fuchsia
Pink Mother of Pearl details
EU price: € 4,500

Corsetto 29 cm

Tote bag
Alpi Calf leather, in Fuchsia
Rose Mother of Pearl detail
EU price: € 3,850

Elegantia 26 cm

Handbag with detachable shoulder strap
Alligator leather in French Red
Rose Mother of Pearl detail
EU price: € 29,500

Some of the handbags in the collection

Maestà 33 cm

Handbag with detachable shoulder strap 
Python leather, in Magenta
Rose Quartz detail
EU price: € 8,400

Ninfa 20 cm

Clutch with detachable shoulder strap
Stingray leather in Briar Rose
EU price: € 3,400

View all the handbags at: www.boarini-milanesi.com/borse  
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The “Unus atque Solus” 
bespoke service

For clients who wish to fully express their exclusive personality, Boarini Milanesi 
has created “Unus atque Solus” (Latin for “unique”), a bespoke service that offers 
clients 1200 different ways to create their own personalised handbag.

The main personalisation options

• The gemstone set into the metal hardware
The metal hardware on each Boarini Milanesi handbag (apart from the “Ninfa” 
model) is enhanced by a hand-crafted precious or semi-precious gemstone.
Clients can choose their own gem from the Maison collection, which includes 
Amethysts, Diamonds, Sapphires, Rubies, Emeralds, Paraiba Tourmalines 
and many more.

• The leather
Every Boarini Milanesi handbag is made from the finest leathers in the world.
Clients can choose from alligator, crocodile, stingray, ostrich, python, lizard 
and calfskin and all their various finishes.

• The colour
Clients can choose the colour that suits them best from the collection of over 
50 rare pigments, once used by the Great Masters in their frescoes and now 
conserved by the Maison in small glass jars.
Boarini Milanesi Client Relations Managers can mix these timeless art tones 
to create a unique colour that will bear the client’s name forever.

Two possible combinations for a personalised handbag: Briar Rose stingray skin with Rose Mother of Pearl and Dark Ruby Red stingray 
skin with Red Jasper

A sketch of a Libera handbag personalised with colours that recreate two art pigments
conserved at the Maison (Prussian Blue and Venetian Green)
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An interior view of “Templum”, the Boarini Milanesi headquarters in Bologna, Italy

Our business model

Direct To Consumer, made to order

Boarini Milanesi has adopted a Direct To Consumer (DTC) business model.
Every handbag is sold directly to the end client and made to order with no 
intermediaries. The order can be placed in person (at the Boarini Milanesi 
headquarters in Bologna) or remotely (via the website, email or telephone).

Remote sales in over 50 countries

We have perfected a remote sales system that can transport clients virtually into 
our Maison and make them feel part of the process of creating their handbag, 
even if they are thousands of miles away.
Every client is assigned a Client Relations Manager who accompanies them
throughout the entire process:
• they help them choose the handbag that best meets their needs and style
• they send them previews, photos and videos of their handbag while it is being 

created
• they invite them to participate in livestreams where they can get to know the 

craftsman who is making their handbag and follow the various steps in its 
creation.

The handbag is then sent to the client with all responsibility for bureaucratic 
procedures and custom duties borne by the Maison.
Our remote sales system is currently active in over 50 countries, including the 
whole of Europe, the United Kingdom, Switzerland, USA, China, Japan, South 
Korea, UAE and many more.

In-house production

In 2018 we chose to internalize production, by opening a self-owned workshop 
in Casalecchio di Reno, on the outskirts of Bologna.
Every Boarini Milanesi handbag is made here by expertly trained craftsmen.
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No retail, only exclusive salons

To guarantee a personal and luxurious purchase experience, we have deliberately 
chosen not to open high street stores but exclusive salons, called “Templums” by 
the Maison founders as they are designed to be real temples to Boarini Milanesi 
handbags. Currently, the only Boarini Milanesi Templum is in Bologna, on the 
first floor of the nineteenth century palazzo known as “Casa Bernaroli” in the 
centre of the town. Here, clients can view samples of the finest leathers, as well as 
our collection of art pigments that are the source of inspiration for the colours of 
Boarini Milanesi handbags. They can also request our bespoke service, order their 
own handbag and much more.
We are currently planning to open other exclusive “Templum” salons in cities, 
such as London, New York, Shanghai, Tokyo, etc.



How to order

Every client is important for us and every day we are committed to ensuring that 
when someone purchases a Boarini Milanesi handbag, in person or remotely, they 
feel part of the Maison and the creation of their handbag.

The purchase experience is divided into 4 stages:

1. Placing an order in person or remotely 
The client can choose their handbag in person at the Boarini Milanesi 
headquarters in Bologna or remotely (via the website, email or telephone).

2. Creating the handbag exclusively for the client
The handbag is created to order, exclusively for the client.
To guarantee an excellent result, the Boarini Milanesi craftsmen may take up 
to six weeks. In this phase the client’s name is also hot-embossed on the leather.

3. Previews and livestreams to involve the client
While the handbag is being made, a specific Client Relations Manager sends 
the client exclusive photos, videos and previews and invites them to participate 
in livestreams where they can get to know the craftsman who is making their 
bag and follow the various steps in its creation.

4. Preparing the personalised cover and shipment
When the handbag is ready, it is accompanied by a letter signed by the founders 
of the Maison and placed carefully in its virgin wool and cashmere cover that is 
also personalised with the client’s name.
Now, it is ready for shipment.

Purchases can be made remotely in over 50 countries, including the whole 
of  Europe, the United Kingdom, Switzerland, USA, China, Japan, South 
Korea, UAE and many more.

A Boarini Milanesi virgin wool and cashmere cover bearing the name of the client
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“Simple shopping is obsolete.
Now is the time for a new and more exclusive 

purchase experience, in which the client is 
transported into the heart of the Maison.”

Matteo Rodolfo Milanesi



Key figures

10

handbag models

 € 1,950 - 50,000

price range

10

types of prestigious 
leather used

 USA e Cina

main markets

1,200

personalisation options

 Oltre 50

countries where purchases 
can be made remotely

90%

export share

 30 - 40

average client age range

The Paeonia 24 cm handbag in light Klimt Gold-coloured Alpi calfskin
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Sustainability

At the Maison workshop, our expert craftsmen seek 

to achieve perfection every single day.

This means proceeding slowly and enhancing human 

craftsmanship and the materials used.

It means creating higher quality items in lower numbers.

This is the essence of sustainability at Boarini Milanesi, because 

we are convinced that if everyone chooses to purchase 

less items that are of a higher quality,

we can really make a difference to our planet .

Our commitment to people

A serene company atmosphere based on respect for people

We believe in the value of people as we know they are what makes the difference.
We are committed to ensuring that everyone who works for the Maison feels respected and valued 
and that the atmosphere in the company is serene and constructive.
Every afternoon we dedicate a few minutes to a session of group stretching and we regularly organise 
fun activities outside the workplace.

We give people back their dignity to make them feel valued

We firmly believe that master craftsmanship ennobles human beings and their work.
Boarini Milanesi craftsmen put all their skill, dedication and passion into the creation of every 
single handbag. They proceed scrupulously, slowly and constantly as this is how they express their 
incredible art. At the Maison workshop, the creation of unique items of immense value restores 
dignity to those who wish to perfect a noble craft and feel truly valued.

Our commitment to the planet

A made-to-order business model that reduces waste to a minimum

Every Boarini Milanesi handbag is created to order. This reduces waste to a minimum as we only 
buy the materials we know we will use and there are never any unsold end products that have to be 
destroyed.

Prestigious, natural materials and less plastic

Every Boarini Milanesi handbag has an internal structure made of environmentally friendly, vegetable 
tanned Tuscan leather. This highly resistant, time-honoured material guarantees an almost eternal 
durability and allows us to limit the use of petroleum-based plastic materials to a minimum.
We adopt the same approach to the packaging of our handbags by using prestigious, natural, Italian-
made wool and cashmere instead of acrylic fabrics.

Responsible procurement and complete traceability

When selecting all of our suppliers we apply strict checks that are designed to ensure ethical practice 
and compliance with relevant standards.
We also comply scrupulously with CITES regulations regarding the protection of endangered 
species. This includes an impeccable traceability system that allows us to reconstruct the entire 
history of each individual leather at any time.

Our commitment to humanity

Transmitting master craftsmanship to f uture generations

We are committed to maintaining fine craftsmanship not only at our workshop but also within 
the community. In order to introduce younger generations to the extraordinary world of handbag 
creation that we believe must be conserved at all costs, we regularly organise craft workshops, 
financed entirely by the Maison, in numerous Italian schools.

“The solution to many of the problems 
the world faces is that of buying less items, 

that are of a higher quality, and 
keeping them for longer.”

Carolina Boarini
16
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FAQ
Who designs Boarini Milanesi handbags?

Carolina Boarini and Matteo Rodolfo Milanesi, the founders of the Maison, design every handbag 
together. After making an initial sketch, they create a three-dimensional, life-sized version in card.
They then continue to alter the design and consequently the card model, until they are both 
completely satisfied with the result. Their aim is to create handbags that remain beautiful over time 
and never go out of fashion.

Where are Boarini Milanesi handbags made?

Every handbag is created at the Maison’s workshop in Casalecchio di Reno, on the outskirts of 
Bologna, Italy. The Boarini Milanesi craftsmen perform every step with unparalleled skill and care, 
dedicating up to 40 hours of painstaking work to every handbag.

What materials are Boarini Milanesi handbags made of?

All Boarini Milanesi handbags are made with a special three-layer technique perfected by the Maison. 
The internal structure is made of a highly resistant vegetable tanned Tuscan leather while a selection 
of prestigious leathers is available for the exterior and lining.
The lining is normally made of calfskin whereas the exterior may be in alligator, crocodile, python, 
ostrich, stingray, lizard or calfskin.

Where do the leathers you use come from?

Quality and ethics are a key priority at Boarini Milanesi. The Maison selects only the finest leathers 
that come from farms which have been certified in compliance with international standards and are 
regularly inspected. 90% of the leather colouring and finishing processes are carried out in Europe 
and 80% in Italy, to sustain high quality European and Italian supply chains.

How can I purchase a Boarini Milanesi handbag?

Boarini Milanesi handbags are sold directly to the end customer. To guarantee its clients an innovative 
and highly exclusive purchase experience, the Maison has deliberately chosen to:
• not open high street stores but exclusive salons called “Templums”, like the one currently 

operating in Bologna
• create a remote sales system (via the website, email or telephone) that can transport clients 

virtually into our Maison through photos, videos and livestreams while their handbag is being 
made. Purchases can be made remotely in over 50 countries, including the whole of Europe, the 
United Kingdom, Switzerland, USA, China, Japan, South Korea, UAE and many more.

How long will I have to wait for a Boarini Milanesi handbag?

From the moment an order is placed we normally take 6 weeks to complete and send the client the 
handbag that has been made exclusively for them.
Our expert craftsmen also emboss the client’s name on both the leather of the handbag and its cover 
to offer maximum exclusivity.

How many handbag models are there?

There are currently 10 models, each of which is available in different sizes:
• 4 clutches that can be carried by hand or with a shoulder strap    (Ninfa, Ninfa Red Carpet, 

Parva Mea, Parva Mea V)
• 4 handbags that can be carried by hand or with a shoulder strap (Maestà, Paeonia, Libera, 

Elegantia)
• 1 hand or shoulder carry tote bag (Corsetto)
• 1 briefcase that can be carried by hand or with a shoulder strap   (for men or women). 

Why have you chosen a direct-to-consumer business model?

Now more than ever before, clients who purchase a luxury handbag are highly cultivated and well-
informed, so they want to know why they should choose one brand instead of another.
For a luxury Maison it is therefore important to have a direct relationship with the client, so it can 
explain to them why it is different and unique.
We also live at a time when people are inundated with information, so they are only won over by 
something that genuinely involves them and offers them a truly unique experience. 
For all these reasons, we believe that it is impossible to transmit the essence and values of our Maison 
via intermediaries, such as distributors or retailers, who, because of the nature of their business, tend 
to treat all brands in the same way and dedicate only a small amount of time and attention to each 
of them.

What is the founders’ vision for the f uture of  Boarini Milanesi?

To keep guaranteeing clients an innovative and highly exclusive purchase experience, they will not 
be opening high street stores but exclusive salons called “Templums” as they are designed to be real 
temples to Boarini Milanesi handbags.
In addition to the salon at the Maison headquarters in Bologna, Italy, new ones will be opened in 
key cities around the world, such as London, New York, Shanghai, Tokyo etc.
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Press review



BoariniMilanesi



BoariniMilanesi

parvamea
libera



Apri CONTOsuIBL
Sarà un Anno INTERESSANTE

APRI

إعالن

Parva Mea 25 cm handbag in Crimson Red-coloured stingray leather
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Ms. Giulia Rosi

press@boarini-milanesi.com

M +39 340 1128848

B OA R I N I   M I L A N E S I

Piazza Minghetti, 1

40124 Bologna, Italia

E boarini-milanesi@boarini-milanesi.com

T +39 051 0954026

www.boarini-milanesi.com

Media contact 
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https://www.facebook.com/boarinimilanesiofficial/
https://www.instagram.com/boarinimilanesi/?hl=it

